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INTRODUCTION
by Manisha Anjali

T

We would like to acknowledge the Cabrogal Clan of the Darug Nation who are the traditional
custodians of the land that now resides within Liverpool City Council’s boundaries. We
acknowledge that this land was also accessed by peoples of the Dhurawal and Darug Nations.

he heartbeat of Bittersweet, curated by
Shivanjani Lal, is Fiji. Bittersweet was held at
Casula Powerhouse, on the unceded lands of
the Cabrogal Clan of the Darug Nation, between
8 August–27 September 2020. The exhibition housed
a collection of souls swimming in stories of our home
islands, some bitter and some sweet. The stories left
an indescribable taste in our mouths, both bitter
and sweet. It was part sugar and part blood, with an
aftertaste of milky cha, saltwater and hibiscus. From

our quarantine bedrooms we knocked on the doors
of our childhoods, immersed our ankles in black
waters and dreamed our grandparents’ dreams. We
walked around in old lifetimes with insatiable desires
for community and rebellion, and we walked into
our future lifetimes the same way, with our palms
open for symbols of love and truth.
Bittersweet Postal Society bloomed from this
indescribable feeling of honey, rosewater and

kerosene in our tongues. With Shivanjani’s
blessings, Cayn Rosmarin and I, from our respective
workspaces in Darug country and Wurundjeri
country, devised the Bittersweet Postal Society. Cayn
had the idea for a penpal exchange where community
members would send traditional handwritten letters
to each other, inspired by provocations that I, who
until now was just a disembodied voice hanging
from the Casula Powerhouse exhibition speakers,
would write. We developed a four-week letter writing
experiment, where each week, members posted
letters to a stranger. Each week was marked by new
provocations and instructions for composition.
Dreams. Transmutations. Incisions. Imaginations.
Our hearts continued to beat as the world changed,
as it has done many times before, and to our
surprise, almost eighty people signed up. Each week,
Cayn mailed out individual provocations, and I
hosted weekly gatherings online to deconstruct the
provocations. In the first week, we posted our dreams
to a stranger as a tribute to our innocence. Then, we
changed into mongooses, tambourines and reptiles.
We attached a tangible piece of fabric from our lives
to our letter, so the receiver would be reassured that
we were not just a figment of their imagination.
Then, we cut a hole in the sky and walked into an
unknown new world. We created a collaborative
playlist to kindle our collective imagination, so our
music would illuminate us like a flame through the
realms of uncertainty.
We are tired of talking about uncertainty. But we
know the gift of uncertain times is a portal for a
new reality. To do this together, we awaken our
inherent creativity and ability to connect deeply.
The provocations and instructions I wrote were for
the purpose of exercising imaginations and making
offerings. Imagine. Write it down. Offer it to
a stranger. Repeat.

Over the years many people have asked me why
I make art. I say that it is because I want to have
intimacy with the world. In the Bittersweet Postal
Society, intimacy was forged between strangers,
in exchanges of private letters comprised of secret
dreams and freedom cuttings. We worked within the
dichotomy of the public and the private, the lines
which we contorted and defined together. What we
have in this booklet are offerings and prayers to each
other, and to the future. These are artefacts of our
time of collective isolation.
In the post-lockdown world in Naarm, I began
hearing whispers about Postal Society penpals
meeting each other in person for the first time. I
had encounters with Postal Society members at
exhibitions, coffee shops and night markets. One
member told me they loved the sense of freedom
they experienced by cutting their name out of
their letter. Another was moved by the concept of
Transmutations and introduced it to her regional
theatre group. Another loved the collaborative
playlist and inspired her students to create one too.
The success of the Bittersweet Postal Society is a
testament to the community spirit the exhibition
evokes. It is a testament to the visions of memory,
family and future held by Shivanjani Lal. It is also
a testament to the working relationship between
Cayn and I. It is my hope that members continue to
write to each other, start their own postal societies,
and keep sharing their non-physical travels. We will
always hold that indescribable, bitter and sweet taste
in our mouths, and we will always continue to seek
community, connection and freedom.

DREAMS
INCISIONS
TRANSMUTATIONS
IMAGINATIONS

A community writing project connecting people. Participants were sent
letter-prompts by artist Manisha Anjali over a 4 week period during the
COVID-19 shutdown at Casula Powerhouse. Each week a new prompt was
sent to participants to complete with weekly online meetings to discuss the
ideas and concepts.
Manisha Anjali is a writer, artist and dream collector. She was born in Suva,
Fiji and grew up in Aotearoa/New Zealand. She currently lives in Naarm/
Melbourne and was a featured artist in the Bittersweet exhibition at CPAC
in 2020.

WEEK 1 - DREAMS

For those of us unable to leave our suburbs, state
borders and countries; dreaming is our only means
of travel.

Tell a stranger about cutting sun dials in half with
violin bows, swimming in the black waters of Saturn
and the twin doves at the milk bar.

Previously, regimes, rosters and timetables infiltrated
our freedoms and we were whipped into fictional
shapes and effigies. Now, government-sanctioned
restrictions are symbolic of our past selves. We
noticed very little before. Now, flowering trees, moon
shapes and euphoric bird songs are at the forefront
of our visions.

One of the reasons people shy away from re-telling
their dreams is because they are deemed too
mundane. The truth is, there is so much magic in the
mundane. Most of the time, the waters and labyrinths
of our consciousness are puzzling to our own selves.
We cannot be too concerned with interpretation
and meaning.

Dreaming, like many mystical practices, requires a
kind of discipline and training. It is a state of being,
a mode of travel, a symbol system, a mystery beyond
science and religion. Some refer to the dream realm
as the ‘Land of the Dead’, some refer to it as the
origins of mythology, the source of all creation.
Before we begin existing, we dream the world we
wish to live in.

What a time to dream. This wayward, diagonal
moment in history when reality has become wavy
and dreamlike. Slippery, incoherent, unplanned,
absurdist. Has it not always been? Have you always
lived this way? When did you throw all the rules out
the window? Did you throw away your dignity with
it? In the 60s, counterculture told us to stay in bed
and grow our hair as an act of defiance, and now in
2020, the government is telling us to do the same
thing as an act of compliance.

We begin our work as members of the Bittersweet
Postal Society by posting our dreams to strangers. These
are the keys to our Imagination. We have had to learn
the language of contemporary reality, but the language
of dreams is innate and ancient. Tell a stranger about
the hidden meanings in a transcript of a phone call
between your disembodied self and a demonic entity.
Tell a stranger about levitations and pyramids.

We begin our work by posting our dreams to
strangers as a tribute to our innocence. Lucidity
can be located in the roofs of our sticky mouths.
Had we re-arranged the doors and drawers in our
minds like free jazz musicians and extra-terrestrial
cartographers, we would have known. Had we bitten
down softly on hard toffee, cracked.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DREAMING
Find a comfortable part of the ocean where you can take off your mask. Go to dream.
Wake up. Write down your dream and post to a stranger.
If you cannot remember your dream, write down what it feels like to not remember where you
were last night, who you were with, what you said, what you did.
In the same envelope, attach up to three recent shopping receipts to give the recipient a glimpse of
your waking habits.

WEEK 2 - INCISIONS
In a letter to the ocean, we want to make a gesture to
our place of birth. We began as raw sugary liquid. We
did not have eyes or names. Is this place the origins
of thought? When civilisation began, it began in
the water first. The first traveller was instructed to
decipher the heartbeat of the ocean. A structure for
living was revealed in the notes. The structure would
be torn down, rebuilt, re-envisioned and re-enacted
over and over again.
We could talk about the way we changed from
dreaming fish to land-dwelling mammals, but there
will be plenty of time for that later.
Cutting into the sky is a surgery of metaphors. To
force an inquiry into an existing body is a way of
making sense of double meanings. Existence and
common sense aren’t mutually exclusive.

How far will you go to quench your thirst for
knowledge? How deep did you cut?
It is in the nature of water to give life and dreams.
It is in the nature of water to take these things away.
We can say similar things about gods and mothers.
It feasts on sugars that line our hearts and guts.
Is the incision unprecedented? How many incisions
can you cut in a day? Will it make the news? Will
there be a press conference? Will the mother be
declared a dictator? Tomorrow, will the incision be
closed to non-citizens and non-residents?
The incision is the origin of creation and destruction.
A slit we cut in the sky, an ear piercing, a needle in
a flower. When was the last time you listened to the
waves backwards?

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INCISIONS
Find a comfortable part of the ocean where you can take off your mask. Using a sharp instrument,
make an incision in the sky.To cut time in half, make an incision in the sky.
What is it that you wish to know?
To make a gesture to our place of origin, throw your name away by cutting it out of
The letter.
To make a gesture to water, write down the number of times you have been inside the
Ocean. The ocean remembers every time it has been touched.
Cut out a piece of curtain, piece of linoleum, piece of t-shirt or piece of face mask and
Attach to your letter. This will prove to your recipient that you are not a figment of
Their imagination.

WEEK 3 - TRANSMUTATIONS
Change into a mongoose. Change into a plastic
tambourine. Change into milk. Change into
separation. Change into closure. Change into home.
Change into a horse. Change into a library. Change
into a banana leaf. Change into wine. Change into a
fern. Change into a mirror. Change into a chicken.
Change into a camera. Change into a manifesto.
Change into a fire. Change into a snake eating its
own tail. Change into a snake eating another
snake’s tail.

matter itself, the nuances of the change must be
documented and communicated to a stranger.

In a letter to the new world, we want to acknowledge
our radical transmutation from one thing to another.
Whether we are changing into animals, plants or

How strange is the stranger, when the uncertainty is
shared?

It is important to document the changes in our
DNA as we move through this time characterised
by ‘the uncertainty’, as they say. Those of us who
were terrible at planning, saving; those of us who
were always shrouded in indecision and were always
clouded by doubt, are currently celebrating ‘the
uncertainty’. We ask, how could anyone have been
certain before? What kind of life is a certain life?

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TRANSMUTATIONS
Write or draw your past self in a circle.
Cut it out and send to a stranger.
Then, fold yourself in half and in half again. Fold yourself in half and in half again.
Fold yourself in half and in half again. Fold yourself in half and in half again.
Fold yourself in half and in half again. Fold yourself in half and in half again.
Fold yourself in half and in half again.

WEEK 4 - IMAGINATIONS
Now that we have cut holes in the sky, changed into
percussion instruments, and travelled through the
dream realms, we can begin the cultivation of our
collective imagination.
We could get caught up in how this is the most
‘boring apocalypse’ of all time. We could cry about
the holes in our pockets and how all our coins fell out
when we weren’t looking. We could get caught up in
what happened before, what happened before, what
happened before.

Let’s imagine that gravity is a thing of the past.
Imagine you are sewing together a series of moving
photographs depicting the falling of statues,
surveillance and censorships. Imagine you are
reaching inside a mirror and pulling out fragments
of the future. Imagine you are growing another
head. Imagine the conversation you would have with
yourself. Imagine you are re-writing the world. This
is the practice of dreaming while you are awake.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR IMAGINATIONS
Imagine your liver has a different personality from the rest of your body.
Imagine your liver contains the spirit of all your euphoric thoughts.
Your liver is laughing. Your liver is laughing.
Write a list of songs for your liver to perform.
Place the songs in this playlist for postal society members
to experience: Https://cutt.ly/efklc9i
make a wish. Attach it to your letter.
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